[1] Total flow resistance can be partitioned into its components of grain (ff grain ), form (ff step ), wood (ff wood ), and spill (ff spill ) resistance. Methods for partitioning flow resistance developed for low-gradient streams are commonly applied to high-gradient systems. We examined the most widely used methods for calculating each component of resistance, along with the limitations of these methods, using data gathered from 15 high-gradient (0.02 < S 0 < 0.195) step-pool, cascade, and plane-bed reaches in Fraser Experimental Forest. We calculated grain resistance using three equations that relate relative submergence ( R/D m ) to ff grain as well as using an additive drag approach. The drag approach was also used for calculating ff wood and ff step . The ff grain contributed the smallest amount toward all reaches at all flows, although the value varied with the method used. The Parker and Peterson (1980) equation using D 90 best represented ff grain at high flows, whereas the Keulegan (1938) equation using D 50 best characterized ff grain at base flows, giving a lower bound for grain resistance. This suggests that ff grain may be better represented if two grain sizes are used to calculate this component of resistance. The drag approach, which is used to calculate wood resistance, overestimated the significance of individual logs in the channel. The contribution of ff spill was reduced at higher flows when form drag around the step is accounted for at higher flows. We propose a method for evaluating the contribution of ff step that accounts for form drag around the steps once they are submerged at higher flows. We evaluated the potential sources of error for the estimation of each component of resistance. Determination of the drag coefficient was one of the major sources of error when calculating drag around wood, steps, or boulders.
Introduction
[2] Quantifying flow resistance is essential to understanding the hydraulics of streams. Interactions between streamflow and channel boundaries dissipate energy as water moves around and over bed irregularities. Flow resistance is created by viscous skin friction around objects as well as form/pressure drag created from differential pressures around objects [Ferguson, 2007] . The total value of the frictional losses can be represented with the dimensionless Darcy-Weisbach friction factor:
where ff is Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, g is acceleration due to gravity (m s À2 ), R h is hydraulic radius (m), S f is friction slope (m m À1 ), and " v is mean velocity (m s À1 ).
[3] There are a number of sources of error in the calculation of ff for steep channels. Each parameter (" v, S f , R h ) has error associated with the measurement method [David, 2011] . The use of ff, along with Manning's n, nonetheless remains the most common approach to quantifying resistance in steep streams despite indications that Manning's equation in particular is poorly suited to steep streams with shallow flows [Ferguson, 2010] .
[4] Einstein and Barbarossa [1952] proposed that, despite interactions among different components of resistance, the individual components could be quantified and summed. The ff total is commonly partitioned into its components of grain, form, and spill resistance :
relative importance of different components of ff during the past few decades, yet no consensus has been reached regarding the most important components or the most appropriate method to calculate individual components. In this paper we evaluate several methods for partitioning ff and identify the limitations of these methods when applied to steep streams.
[5] Additive approaches have been used to investigate the contribution of grains [Einstein and Barbarossa, 1952; Parker and Peterson, 1980; Millar and Quick, 1994; Millar, 1999] , wood and spill resistance [Shields and Gippel, 1995; Curran and Wohl, 2003] , and bar resistance in gravel bed rivers [Parker and Peterson, 1980; Prestegaard, 1983] . demonstrated, however, that the unmeasurable component was always the largest contributor to total resistance, so that an additive approach inflates the leftover component. Thus, quantifying the relative contribution of different sources of resistance remains a primary challenge to understanding flow resistance in streams.
[6] A second primary challenge is to quantify the total ff in steep streams where the roughness elements are on the same order of magnitude as the flow depth, creating frequent wakes, jets, and standing waves, as well as spill resistance where local acceleration and deceleration occur. As discharge increases, elements may be submerged, allowing velocity to increase much faster with discharge than in low-gradient channels [Lee and Ferguson, 2002] . Relative submergence of a characteristic grain size (R/D 84 ) is commonly used to predict ff total [Keulegan, 1938; Limerinos, 1970; Hey, 1979; Bathurst, 1985 Bathurst, , 1993 , although this approach can have high error rates when applied to steep mountain streams [Thorne and Zevenbergen, 1985] . A dimensionless hydraulic geometry approach has been proposed as a more suitable method for predicting velocity in place of using a flow resistance equation in high-gradient streams [Rickenmann, 1991; Ferguson, 2007; Zimmerman, 2010] , but it remains useful to employ a partitioning method to understand how different objects in the channel affect total flow resistance.
[7] Mountain streams with gradients !0.02 m m À1 have distinctive channel morphologies consisting of step-pools, cascades, and plane-bed reaches [Montgomery and Buffington, 1997] . Spill resistance contributes a major proportion of flow resistance in step-pool reaches [Abrahams et al., 1995] . As for steep streams in general, understanding the relative contribution of different sources of resistance is challenging for step-pool channels. Most approaches are based on boundary layer theory, which assumes a semilogarithmic velocity profile, although the profile in steep streams more closely resembles an s shape [Wiberg and Smith, 1991] .
[8] Steps create flow resistance via viscous friction over large particles, but the hydraulics of step-pool reaches indicate that the ff total is a function of more than just the relative submergence of a representative grain size [Lee and Ferguson, 2002; Aberle and Smart, 2003] . Deviations from the relative submergence equations are related to bed material size distribution, shape, and orientation [Bathurst, 2002] as well as step geometry [Maxwell and Papanicolaou, 2001] .
[9]
Step geometry is particularly important because steps create flow resistance by form drag (ff step ) from pressure differences around the upstream and downstream sides of the step and spill resistance (ff spill ) from flow acceleration and deceleration over the steps [Chartrand and Whiting, 2000] . Form drag varies with step geometry and composition, longitudinal step spacing, and stage [Zimmerman and Church, 2001; . Spill resistance varies with step geometry, wood density, and orientation [Comiti et al., 2009; Curran and Wohl, 2003; Comiti et al., 2008] .
[10] The contribution of spill versus form resistance depends on the submergence of the step. The flow regime over a step is generally characterized as nappe flow, transition flow, or skimming flow [Chanson, 1994; Church and Zimmerman, 2007; Comiti et al., 2009] . Nappe flow occurs when water free falls over a step and alternates between subcritical and supercritical flow. Nappe flow with a submerged jet is affected by the downstream tailwater [Comiti et al., 2009] . Skimming flow is characterized by supercritical flow over completely submerged steps and is dominated by form resistance in the cavity recirculation [Chanson and Toombes, 2002] .
[11] Despite the large contribution of ff spill in high-gradient streams, the average Froude number (Fr) is consistently measured as subcritical in steep streams, even at bank filling and flood flows [Jarrett, 1984; Wilcox and Wohl, 2007; Magirl et al., 2009] . Skimming flow is rarely observed in step-pool systems [Comiti et al., 2009] . Grant [1997] hypothesized that the tendency for the flow to accelerate in high-gradient streams is counterbalanced by the bedforms, which offset this tendency by dissipating energy. Regardless of local increases in velocities, the drag around boulders, bedforms, and wood maintains a subcritical range across most of a high-gradient mountain stream.
[12] Wood resistance in step-pool channels is related to the effect of individual pieces (ff wood ) and to wood as part of the step form (ff step ) [Curran and Wohl, 2003] . Parameters such as spatial density of wood, orientation, length, and position significantly affect the drag coefficient [Young, 1991; Gippel et al., 1992; Wallerstein et al., 2002] and the contribution of wood to total resistance, which is also influenced by discharge .
[13] In quantifying grain resistance, most studies use some form of the Keulegan [1938] [e.g., Parker and Peterson, 1980; Griffiths, 1989; Millar, 1999] . Grain resistance is most often defined as the viscous friction around grains, but in high-gradient channels, where boulders are on the same order of magnitude as flow depth, the grains can contribute significantly to form drag and spill resistance [Zimmerman, 2010] . Grain resistance is defined here as the combined flow resistance (i.e., form drag, skin friction, spill resistance) that results from the presence of the grains in the flow.
[14] Baiamonte and Ferro [1997] suggest that total resistance is a function of Fr, the Reynolds number (Re), concentration of coarser elements ðÀÞ, Shields [1936] parameter ð Ã Þ, and measures of longitudinal and transverse distance between roughness elements. The concentration of coarser elements is found using
where N B is number of boulders on the chute placed over the entire surface of the chute and D B is median size of boulders. Analogous to step spacing, spatial density of boulders maximizes flow resistance at a concentration between 0.15 and 0.40 [Rouse, 1965; Canovaro et al., 2007] and can be the main factor affecting flow resistance [Pagliara and Chiavaccini, 2006] .
[15] As noted above in the discussion on steps, the relationship between Fr and drag around an object is complex, depending on the relative submergence of the object. Fr is related to the drag coefficient. Fr, combined with the size and spacing of the roughness elements, influences the relative contribution of the free surface drag. Peak drag occurs when Fr is between 0.5 and 0.6 and the relative submergence is greater than 0.8 [Bathurst, 1982] . The relationship between Fr and total drag on the bed means that the boulder concentration is needed to represent flow resistance from bed elements [Bathurst, 1982] . ff total is inversely related to Fr [Ferro, 2003] .
[16] Understanding the contributions of different sources of roughness in steep streams will improve our ability to calculate ff total in these channels, which is essential for the prediction of velocity and discharge. Velocity and discharge predictions are in turn used by engineers for fish-habitat assessments, stream rehabilitation projects, flood estimation, and sediment routing models [Bathurst, 2002; Ferguson, 2007] . Despite some success in using dimensionless hydraulic geometry equations to predict velocity and discharge in high-gradient streams [Zimmerman, 2010] , we need to improve our understanding of how individual components affect the flow. Consequently, the following analysis focuses on the most commonly used methods for partitioning flow resistance. The primary objectives of this paper are as follows:
[17] 1. Evaluate methods for calculating ff grain , ff wood , and ff step using a data set from 15 steep stream reaches with step-pool, cascade, and plane-bed morphology.
[18] 2. Identify limitations in the existing methods of calculating total and component resistance when these methods are applied to steep streams.
[19] The analyses presented here ignore bank roughness and associated resistance. Although this may be an important source of resistance in steep streams, these analyses follow the precedent of earlier papers in focusing on bed configuration.
Field Area
[20] East St. Louis Creek (ESL) and Fool Creek (FC) are located at elevations of 2900-3900 m in Fraser Experimental Forest in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, 112 km west-northwest of Denver (Figure 1 ). Runoff is dominated by snowmelt with small contributions by summer convective storms. Average annual precipitation over the entire forest is 787 mm (USDA Forest Service, About Fraser Experimental Forest, http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/fraser/ about/ index.shtml, accessed September 1, 2009). Peak discharges occur in mid-June with 80% of the total flows occurring between April and October [Wilcox and Wohl, 2007] .
[ , with a gauge installed circa 1986. All of the basins are dominated by cascade and step-pool morphologies above the gauges, with limited plane-bed reaches.
[22]
Step-pool reaches in both ESL and LFC include large amounts of wood, over 95% of which is found in the steps. Most of the step-pool reaches have about half the steps formed of boulders and half created by a wood jam around one large keystone boulder. Cascade reaches were selected based on visual assessment of tumbling flows over irregularly spaced clasts, with no or limited regular sequences of steps and pools and small or underdeveloped pools.
Methods

Field Methods
[23] Fifteen channel reaches on ESL and FC were selected based on visual assessment of morphology; nine step-pool, five cascade, and one plane-bed reach. Upper and lower boundaries of each reach were chosen to ensure consistent morphology and gradient within the reach. Reaches are labeled in order from downstream to upstream on each basin (Figure 1) .
[24] A laser theodolite was used to collect bed and water surface data every 15 cm along the thalweg and banks of each reach. All measurements were made over two summers in 2007 and 2008. The water surface was surveyed during a high flow (June 2008), two intermediate flows (July 2007 and 2008) , and one low flow (August 2007). These four measurement periods are referred to as flow periods in the rest of the paper. During each of these surveys the reach-average mean velocity was measured using Rhodamine WT dye tracer and fluorometers attached to rebar, a metal rod $ 1/4 inches in diameter, fixed in the thalweg of the streambed at the upstream and downstream end of each reach. Despite the lack of a logarithmic velocity profile, the reach-average mean velocity can still be approximated by placing probes at 0.6h or 0.2h and 0.8h, where h is flow depth from the water surface [Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Legleiter et al., 2007; Wilcox and Wohl, 2007] . The probes recorded values at 1-second intervals until the values returned to background levels. Measurements were repeated four times in each reach at each flow period. The differences between the centroids of the mass of dye were used for determining the time difference between the two probes [Calkins and Dunne, 1970; Lee and Ferguson, 2002] . The range of discharges, Fr, Re, and dimensionless unit discharge (q Ã ) measured are summarized for each flow period in Table 1 .
[25] The intermediate axis of each of 300 clasts in each reach was measured with a ruler. Clasts were measured at evenly spaced cross sections throughout the reach, which were anywhere from 0.5 to 1 m apart, to create a composite count for each reach. The locations of the cross sections were surveyed so that the data could subsequently be split based on where the clasts were located in the reach (step, upstream pool, downstream pool, cascade section, step tread).
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[26] A tripod-mounted light detection and ranging (LiDAR) Leica HDS Scanstation was used during the August 2007 low-flow period to capture bank and bed topography. The LiDAR scans were coupled with a feature based survey with variable gridding that depended upon the underwater features, which was completed with a laser theodolite. The water surface data were imported into the scans and used together with cross sections created in Cyclone 5.8.1 [Leica Geosystems, 2008] using the LiDAR scans to calculate channel geometry data; i.e., width (w), depth (h), hydraulic radius (R h ), and cross-sectional area (A). Values of these variables were reach averages based on multiple cross sections.
[27] The step-forming material of boulders or wood was identified for each step in the step-pool reaches : a boulder grouping indicates only boulders ; wood1 indicates wood surrounding a keystone boulder; wood2 indicates only wood with no evident keystone boulder. The majority of wood was found in the steps in almost every reach, except for the cascade and plane-bed reaches. Individual pieces made up a small amount of the wood found in each reach. As the stage went down many of these logs were no longer within the flow, further reducing the contribution of ff wood to ff total .
[28] Wood length and diameter were measured for each flow period using a combination of the LiDAR scans, a TIN (triangulated irregular network) of the water surface created in Cyclone 5.8.1, and photographs. The wood volume was calculated from these measurements and divided by the plan area of the reach (L r \w, where L r is reach length and w is average width). Reach lengths varied between 6.4 m (ESL6) and 35.5 m (ESL8). A more detailed description of methods as well as a detailed table showing all the values measured for each reach at each flow period can be found in David [2011] and David et al. [2010a] .
Partitioning Methods
[29] Einstein and Barbarossa [1952] introduced the concept of dividing shear stress into the two components of shear applied to grains in channels without bedforms ( 0 0 ) and shear applied to bedforms ( 0 00 ): where 0 is total boundary shear stress. Einstein and Barbarossa [1952] applied the method by partitioning the hydraulic radius, but in this case the slope is being partitioned similar to Millar [1999] . The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor can then be related to equation (5) by
where " v is mean flow velocity and is density of water. Each component of shear stress (equation (5)) can be substituted into equation (6) to yield the component value of ff. The values of the component friction factor are then substituted back into equation (2). The shear stress applied to each object can be determined by considering the drag force applied to grains, wood, or steps in the channel. The total drag force includes both viscous and form effects :
where F D is drag force; C D is coefficient of drag, and A F is frontal area of object in flow. The shear applied to that object is then found by dividing the drag force by the area the force is applied over:
where A channel is surface area force applied over
where W is width, L is length that force is applied over, and ff D is friction factor for individual component.
[30] The total friction factor (ff total ) is calculated using equation (1) and substituting water surface slope (S w ) for friction slope (S f ). The water surface slope was calculated using the slope of the regression line of the longitudinal survey of the thalweg.
Grain Resistance
[31] Of several methods for predicting the portion of resistance related to grains, the most commonly used is the Millar and Quick [1994] adaptation of the Keulegan [1938] equation which uses D 50 as the characteristic grain size :
[32] This equation provides a lower bound for grain resistance that better represents small-scale roughness in deep flows [Millar, 1999] . Variants on equation (10) include those developed by Parker and Peterson [1980] ,
and a power law relation by Bathurst [2002] ,
[33] For this data set the average D 50 , as well as the step tread D 50 , were used to analyze the effect of grain resistance and to evaluate sensitivity of the results to sampling location. Because the steps are assumed to create their own form of resistance, step D 50 was not used to calculate ff grain . The Bathurst [2002] equation is similar to an equation proposed by Ferguson [2007] for shallow flows, except the exponent is 1 and the coefficient is 2.5 in the latter equation.
[34] Additive partitioning can only be used if boulders are sufficiently far apart that the wake of one boulder does not interfere with the next boulder [Ferro, 2003] . When depth is on the same order of magnitude as the bed material height (R/D 84 < 4), flow resistance has to be determined from drag forces on boulders rather than from the boundary layer theory [Bathurst, 1993] . Therefore, the drag force approach, described above, was used for individual boulders. Significant clasts were identified as those above the water surface at low flows, which were thus included in the LiDAR scans. If the boulders were too closely spaced (length to height ratio <9.0 [Wohl and Ikeda, 1998 ]), so that wake interference occurred between boulders, the width and representative height of clusters of boulders were used in place of individual boulders. Although the drag coefficient may be closer to 0.9 [Nelson et al., 1993] in streams with large relative roughness, a drag coefficient of 0.4 was used for each boulder as well as clusters of boulders based on the classic Reynolds number drag relationship that represents a sphere in a free stream [Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Lawrence, 2000] . The Reynolds number remained between 10 4 and 10 5 for all flow periods in all streams except for FC3, FC5, and FC6 at low flow. Because the Reynolds number indicates fully turbulent flows in all reaches except the three Fool Creek reaches, the same drag coefficient is used at both low and high flows. FC3, FC5, and FC6 are given a value of 0.6 for the drag coefficient based on the Reynolds number at low flows. The length is the length (L) between boulders, and the width (W) is the wetted width of the cross section where the boulders were located (equation (9)). The frontal area for a fully submerged hemispherical particle is A F ¼ 1=2Åk 2 , where k is the radius of the particle. The frontal area of a partially submerged particle is A F ¼ 2kh, where h is flow depth [Lawrence, 1997] . At low flow the wake effect between particles was not considered to be as large, therefore a value of ff grain based on the drag force approach was calculated for each individual particle rather than for clusters of clasts. This method was used as a means of comparing the additive partitioning of the drag force for individual large bed elements against the other methods of calculating ff grain .
[35] Grain resistance is commonly calculated using a form of the Keulegan [1938] equation (equations (10) and (11)), which is based on the assumption that velocity varies with depth in a logarithmic fashion [Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Bathurst, 2002] . The Bathurst [2002] equation (equation (12)) is the only equation tested here that is based on a power law relation rather than assuming a logarithmic velocity distribution. The three equations (Bathurst [2002] Because the objective is to separate grain resistance from ff step , we assume that the grains on the step treads have the greatest influence on grain resistance and best characterize the ff grain in the step-pool reaches. The step grain size may be appropriate for predicting total resistance in a step-pool channel [Lee and Ferguson, 2002] , but here the step-forming grains are considered part of ff step and ff spill . The cascade reaches did not have step treads, therefore the D 84 and D 50 were split into cascade sections and pool sections. The root-mean-square error (RMSE) was used to evaluate the goodness of fit between the predicted ff based on the different grain sizes for the reach and the step tread.
[36] Each of the above methods was further evaluated by regressing ff grain against the value of ff grain from the drag approach. The total resistance (ff total ) was transformed using the square root to meet regression assumptions of homoscedacity [Kutner et al., 2005] .
Wood Resistance (ff wood )
[37] Here ff wood represents individual pieces of wood in the channel that are not part of steps. The majority of wood in step-pool reaches is found within the steps ($90%), but that wood is considered part of the step form and its contribution to ff total is considered a part of ff step and ff spill .
[38] The contribution of individual pieces of wood was calculated using the method outlined by Wilcox et al. [2006] . The major assumption is that the drag created by wood is similar to the drag measured around cylinders in a flume [Gippel et al., 1992; Shields and Gippel, 1995; Gippel et al., 1996] . The drag force around wood is
where C app D is apparent drag coefficient (measured for a specific set of geometric and hydraulic conditions and corrected for the blockage effect of wood), " V is depth-averaged approach velocity, A w is submerged cross-sectional area of the wood piece, and is angle of the wood piece relative to downstream thalweg. The apparent drag coefficient is then
where C D is drag coefficient in flow without boundary effects, a and b is empirically derived coefficient and exponent, and B is blockage ratio. For values of B between 0.03 and 0.4 the values of a and b equal 1 and 2, respectively. The blockage ratio is the ratio of the frontal area of an object to the cross-sectional area of flow. For a cylindrical piece of wood
where L 0 is piece length, d wood is submerged cylinder diameter, and A flow is cross-sectional area of the flow. Once the drag force is determined for an individual piece of wood, the shear stress can be calculated using
where X is distance between an upstream object producing appreciable wake and downstream log. Equation (17) can then be used to calculate the component of ff total related to individual pieces of wood:
[39] This method eliminates the need to measure approach velocities. The minimum and maximum values used in each reach for C D , C app D , B, a and b, and the resultant ff wood are shown in Table 2 . The values of B exceed the range evaluated by Gippel et al. [1992] in a few cases. Values of coefficient a and exponent b in equation (14) were determined based on the range of B measured by Gippel et al. [1992] , and were generally 0.997 and 2.06, respectively.
Form Resistance (ff step )
[40] Because the main bedforms in the steep stream reaches examined here are steps and pools, the form resistance will be denoted as ff step rather than ff form . Other sources of form resistance are considered separately as ff wood and ff spill . Form resistance related to banks, bends, and sinuosity is important, but is not calculated here since the primary focus is the contribution from bed roughness toward total flow resistance. Other components of resistance are folded into spill resistance (ff spill ).
[41] Much of the energy loss associated with steps and pools is related to the flow acceleration and deceleration as water spills over the step lip into the pool (Figure 2 ). During nappe flow the majority of the energy loss is from flow recirculation in the pool. If the drop is not shear, a hydraulic jump dissipates the energy. As a step becomes submerged during higher flows, the step shape itself may also create losses from form resistance. The step submergence can be evaluated using the ratio of critical depth (h c ) to drop height (z) (Figure 2) . Comiti et al. [2009] found a transition in the significance of grain resistance versus spill resistance at a value of h c /z of 1.2. Consequently, we hypothesize that steps with a value of h c /z > 1.2 should also have a form resistance component (ff step ) related to the step shape. We evaluated step submergence based on longitudinal profiles and photographs. The portion of ff related to steps can be calculated using a methodology similar to calculating drag around in-channel wood:
where C D is drag coefficient of steps, A step is frontal area of step, and A channel is surface area of step. The frontal area of the step was the product of the upstream pool depth (P D ) and width (P w ).
[42] Drag coefficients of steps were estimated based on the step composition; i.e., boulder, wood1, or wood2. Values were based on results from flumes [Gippel et al., 1992; Hygelund and Manga, 2003] for individual cylinders (between 0.4 and 4.5) and results for a wood jam (between 2.6 and 9.0) [Manners et al., 2007] . Because drag coefficients increase with dimensionless wood surface area [Manners et al., 2007] , initial values for the drag coefficient were assigned based on values of wood surface area/channel surface area [David, 2011] . Boulder steps were given an initial value of 1.0 for C D , and wood1 and wood2 steps were given initial values between 2.8 and 1.4. A limitation of this method is the lack of measured drag coefficients around wood and boulder steps. Because the drag coefficients were unknown, a sensitivity analysis was performed. The initial value of C D was assigned for each step as described above, and then each drag coefficient was increased by 0.2 in five increments to calculate six different values of ff step , starting with a conservative estimate for the drag coefficients. The value of ff step was calculated for each individual step that is submerged according to the value of h c /z using the drag force approach described above (equations (5)- (9)) and then summed to give the total value of ff step for each reach. The cascade reaches typically included one or two steps within the reach, but only a few of these steps were sufficiently submerged to have values for ff step as well.
Results
Grain Resistance (ff grain )
[43] The variety and distribution of grain sizes can have a large effect on grain resistance, particularly in step-pool reaches, depending on where grains are measured within a reach. The step-pool reaches tend to have much larger variability in grain size than the cascade reaches (Figure 3 [44] Figure 5 illustrates the percent contribution of ff grain to ff total for each equation at low and high flows. The June 2008 mean value for ff grain calculated with any of the equations and using either the step tread or reach average grain size was always significantly less than the August 2007 mean value of ff grain ( Figure 6) (Figure 4 ), but not as large as the Parker and Peterson [1980] or Bathurst [2002] relations.
[45] The ff grain calculated with the Parker and Peterson [1980] equation occasionally contributes up to 100% of total resistance at high flows in the plane-bed reach (ESL6; Figure 5 ). Since the ff wood also increases at high flow in this reach and contributes to ff total , the Parker and Peterson [1980] equation is likely inflating the value of ff grain . Therefore the Parker and Peterson [1980] equation may be an overestimate of ff grain at high flows.
[46] As grains become submerged, we expect the contribution of ff grain to total resistance to decrease. Although the values of ff grain increase at lower flows (Figure 6 ), the relative contribution of ff grain to ff total is much smaller at low flows for each of the three equations except for the drag force approach ( Figure 5 ). The means vary between 0.11 and 0.08 from low to high, respectively, for the Keulegan [1938] equation and from 0.58 to 0.24 for the Parker and Peterson equation. In no case do the values ff grain go above 2.0 when using any of the three equations, despite drastic increases in ff total up to 42.0 during low flows. Therefore many of these equations may be underestimating ff grain at all flows, but more specifically at low flows.
[47] Figure 5 also displays the results of the additive drag approach for individual boulders. The percent contribution of ff grain to ff total is much larger when ff grain is calculated in this manner for both the June 2008 flows and the August 2007 flows. ESL7 has a percent of ff total greater than 100 for the drag approach, indicating that this value is unrealistic. The high values in ESL7, ESL8, and ESL9 reveal problems with using the drag approach during lower flows. Each of these three reaches has the largest number of boulders (23-28, compared to other reaches that only had 5 or 6). The additive approach causes the significance of ff grain to be inflated because of the number of boulders. Both ESL8 and ESL9 are step-pool reaches that have a large contribution from ff step , ff wood , and ff spill . Therefore the percent contribution of ff grain is too high for these reaches once other sources of resistance are considered from field observations and the analysis below. Alternatively, the high values of ff grain calculated around individual grains that are not step-forming reveal that ff grain may be [50] Despite these differences in values, the Keulegan [1938] , Bathurst [2002] , and Parker and Peterson [1980] relations show similar trends (Figure 6 ). Each equation was evaluated by significant differences in the value of ff grain among channel types, flow period, and dominant Step [1980] equations show no significant difference based on step type. The difference in ff grain based on the dominant step type may be related to specific characteristics such as the size of the step, which is related to whether the step includes wood or boulders (Figure 7) . Steps that are a mixture of wood and boulders tend to have a larger drop height, step height, pool depth, and step width. [51] The values of ff grain were also evaluated by flow period and channel type ( [52] In summary, estimates of percent contribution of grain resistance to ff total are quite sensitive to the equation used, ranging in one channel reach from 32% to 96% at high flows and in another reach from 3% to 15% at low flows ( Figure 5) 
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[53] The major limitation for calculating grain resistance is that because there is no absolute or widely accepted measure against which to compare varying methods of estimation, it is difficult to evaluate which equation provides the most accurate estimate of the actual value of ff grain . David [2011] discusses using the boulder concentration (À) to interpret how well the equations evaluated here represent the grain resistance at both low and high flows. All four equations are significantly related to boulder concentration at high flows, but only the Keulegan [1938] 
Wood Resistance (ff wood )
[54] Wood resistance was calculated using the Shields and Gippel [1995] approach. There are many potential sources of error in this approach, including the measurement of X (distance between logs), calculation of C app D , and determination of which pieces constitute significant inchannel wood. The values of ff wood ranged between 0.01 and 4.43, making up anywhere from 0% to 87% of the ff total in individual reaches. Although David et al. [2010a] found that the wood density using individual logs (( P surface area of individual logs)/reach surface area) was not significantly related to ff total , wood is significantly related to ff total once the wood in steps is included as part of the wood density. Figure 6 . Boxplot of grain resistance equations against step type, flow period, and channel type.
Step categories: boulder ¼ reaches with only boulder steps, mixed ¼ reaches with both wood and boulder steps, none ¼ reaches with no steps (only ESL6 and ESL7), wood ¼ reaches with only wood steps. Letters a, b, and c show which means are significantly different from each other based on Tukey HSD test in an ANOVA.
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Therefore, an additive drag approach may be overestimating the influence of individual logs that are not part of steps on total flow resistance. In some cases, inclusion of all pieces of wood caused the value of ff wood to be more than double the measured value of ff total .
[55] Complexly shaped wood pieces also created uncertainty. ESL5 had a log that was primarily a bridge with branches hanging down into the flow. Branches increase the surface area of a log, but also create more flow separation and turbulence [Hygelund and Manga, 2003] . Hence the area increases but the drag force does not, so that the apparent drag coefficient decreases. Field observations reveal that the log in ESL5 affects the velocity and depth near the bank, but the Shields and Gippel [1995] equation does not provide a way of accurately quantifying that effect. This problem was observed in many reaches, particularly when logs contained branches and were not necessarily in the thalweg, but were obviously responsible for creating flow separation and backwaters.
[56] There are many potential sources of error when using the drag force approach for calculating ff wood , as discussed at length in David [2011] . First, wood in steps was considered part of the step form and thus was not considered as part of ff wood . Second, each parameter in equations (13) through (17) has associated potential error based on measurement errors as well as estimating unknowns such as the drag coefficient (C D ). The drag coefficient (C D ) and empirically derived values for a and b are likely the largest source of error in calculating ff wood . A sensitivity analysis for calculating ff wood for two step-pool reaches using a reasonable range of drag coefficients for each log indicates that the larger the value of ff wood , the greater the error associated with choosing a value of C D .
[57] The distance between objects is another potentially substantial source of error. The value X in equation (17) is commonly the distance between logs, but in the case of these high-gradient mountain streams, logs are not the only objects significantly affecting the flow and creating wakes that affect the drag around individual logs. Therefore we evaluated X as the distance between objects producing appreciable wakes, which included steps and large boulders that were observed to help in the formation of wave drag.
4.3.
Step Resistance (ff step ) and ff spill [58] Steps likely contribute the greatest proportion of resistance in step-pool channels from both spill and form resistance [Curran and Wohl, 2003; . Form resistance relates to energy losses from circulation in 
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DAVID ET AL.: BED RESISTANCE PARTITIONING W07507 the pools, but as steps become submerged, the step shape can also contribute to form losses. We calculated form resistance around steps using a drag force approach. Because C D is unknown, we performed a sensitivity analysis for one cascade and two step-pool reaches (Figure 8 ). The percent contribution of ff step to ff total can vary from 1% to 63% within a reach, depending on the values of the drag coefficient. The more conservative lower values of ff step , using the smallest values of C D , were compared to the other components because the larger values sometimes exceeded ff total when added together with the other components of resistance. The contribution of ff step to ff total tended to be highest during the high flows, since these were the times that the steps had either submerged or skimming flow over the step. Smart et al. [2002] argued that bedforms are not significant in streams where other bed elements are on the same order of magnitude as the flow depth, but our results suggest that the adverse pressure gradient around bedforms may become increasingly important as flow increases despite the presence of other bed elements on the same order of magnitude as flow depth. At lower discharges, ff spill may dominate with higher drop heights and smaller pools.
Overview of Total and Component Resistance
[59] Figure 9 shows the results of the additive partitioning of ff grain , ff wood , ff step , and ff spill . The Keulegan [1938] equation was used to calculate grain resistance using D 50 since this equation seemed to give a lower bound for ff grain . The same equation was used for low and high flows to avoid introducing another source of variability. The wood and step components were calculated using the drag approach outlined above. Spill resistance was estimated as the component remaining after all other components were subtracted from ff total , although the term spill also incorporates any other unmeasured form of resistance such as bank resistance. Each component of resistance most likely interacts with other components, so bank effects may also be included in the step, wood, or grain component. In the additive approach, some of the added values of total resistance from ff grain þ ff wood þ ff step exceeded ff total , therefore these reaches are not shown to contain any ff spill because of the overestimate of one or all of the other components. Grain resistance contributed the smallest amount for all the reaches, including the plane-bed reach. Wood resistance contributed a large proportion of the total resistance at high Figure 7 . Boxplot of step dimensions for every individual step in every reach based on step composition. Boulder, steps only made up of large grains; wood1, steps made up of a keystone boulder and wood; wood2, steps only made up of wood. Letters a and b indicate which means are significantly different from each other using a Tukey HSD test in an ANOVA.
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DAVID ET AL.: BED RESISTANCE PARTITIONING W07507 Figure 8 . Example of sensitivity analysis for ff step . Each number in the key (1-6) indicates that a different drag coefficient was used for each iteration. 1 is related to the smallest values of C D used and 6 are the maximum values. Depending on the reach, the larger drag coefficients could double the percent contribution of ff step : ESL8 ranged from 28% to 52% at high flows, FC3 went from 61% to 89% at high flows, and FC6 goes from 33% to 66% at high flows.
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flows and progressively smaller amounts as discharge decreased and logs were no longer submerged. Conversely, the contributions of ff spill increased progressively as discharge decreased (Figure 10 ).
Step resistance is related to discharge in that it was calculated only for steps that met a specific submergence criterion. Spill and ff step contributed the greatest amount to total resistance at all flows for a majority of the reaches, except for four reaches during high flows. Two of these reaches do not include any steps and all four have a large wood component at high flows.
[60] The cascade reaches had a smaller contribution from ff step to ff total , therefore the unmeasured component (ff spill ) contributed the most in these reaches. However, the unmeasured component of spill resistance was not always the largest proportion of the total resistance in every reach (Figures 9) . Boxplots of the percent contribution of each component of resistance for cascade versus step-pool reaches (Figure 11 ) indicate that the only significant difference in the percent contribution is from ff step during high flows. There are significantly higher values of ff grain in the Boxplots showing the percent of total resistance related to grain, wood, step, and spill for each channel type. The % ff step has significantly different means for cascade versus step-pool reaches. Letters a and b indicate significantly different means using Tukey HSD test in an ANOVA ( ¼ 0.05).
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cascade reaches (Figure 6 ), but overall the %ff grain is not different for these reaches versus the step-pool reaches.
There is more variability in %ff grain in the step-pool reaches during low flows and greater variability in the %ff wood for cascade reaches during high flows, despite a lack of significant differences between the means (Figure 11 ). The contribution from each component of resistance also varied with the step composition ( Figure 12 ). The percent contribution of ff grain and ff wood was significantly higher for reaches without any steps than for the reaches with steps. The reaches dominated by boulder steps had a higher %ff grain than reaches with only wood steps.
[61] On average the major contributions toward ff total are from ff wood and ff spill . As noted in the flume by , the contribution from ff spill is reduced during high flows (Figure 10 ). Otherwise the contribution of each component (ff wood , ff step , ff grain ) is significantly larger during high flows.
Discussion
[62] Ability to quantify the effects of each component of total resistance remains limited by the available methods. The methods discussed here assume that each component of resistance affects the total in isolation and that the individual components can be added to calculate ff total . The unmeasured component remained the largest in most of our study reaches, particularly at lower flows. The unmeasured component is assumed to be related to ff spill , although it could also be related to bank resistance, which was neglected in this study. The results suggest that the current additive approach is not appropriate and that the unmeasured component tends to be large because individual sources of resistance interact in complex fashions that effectively alter the resistance associated with any individual component relative to the resistance of that component in isolation. Yet the additive approach could be greatly improved if the error associated with many of the variables (e.g., C app D ) used to calculate ff grain , ff wood , or ff step was reduced.
Methods for Calculating ff grain and Associated Limitations
[63] Each of the current methods used to calculate ff grain may be appropriate for high flows, where the majority of the grains are submerged, but appear to completely underestimate the contribution of ff grain during low flows. Low flows in the study reaches are distinct from other stages by having a majority of the larger bed material only partially inundated and relative roughness R/D 84 1. Although Ferguson [2007] defined shallow flows as R/D 84 4, the reaches in this study are all below 4 at high and low flows. Divisions for R/D 84 should also vary based on gradient [David et al., 2010a] such that, for gradients closer to 0.10, the limit for shallow flows might lie closer to 1.5-2.0.
[64] During low flows the values of grain resistance increase but the contributions toward ff total decrease. Each of these equations is possibly underestimating ff grain at low flows because of the inherent unsuitability of using an approach that assumes a logarithmic velocity profile [Wiberg and Smith, 1991; Katul et al., 2002] . Near-bed velocities remain low up to a grain size of D 16 and increase rapidly when flow is above the range of D 50 and D 84 [Wiberg and Smith, 1991] .
[65] Despite these differences, we still found D 84 to be a representative length scale and the relative roughness can be related to the nondimensionalized velocity (" v /u Ã ) by a Figure 12 . Boxplot of percent contribution of each partitioned component according to dominant step composition within the reach. Boulder, reach dominated by boulder steps; mix, reach has a combination of wood and boulder steps; none, reach has no steps (only ESL7); wood, reach only has wood steps. ESL6 excluded from these groupings, but inclusion only increases difference between none and other categories. ESL3 is excluded because of the large deviation from ff total due to the large number calculated for ff step . Boxes with the same letter (a, b, c) have means similar at ¼ 0:05.
W07507 DAVID ET AL.: BED RESISTANCE PARTITIONING W07507 log linear curve. Summing the contribution of each large grain over the entire reach using the drag force approach indicates that the contribution from ff grain could be much larger than calculated by these equations ( Figure 5) . also found that both the Bathurst [2002] and Parker and Peterson [1980] equations consistently underestimated grain resistance.
[66] The Keulegan [1938] equation, using both D 50 and D 84 , consistently underestimated ff grain , which was determined by evaluating the contribution of %ff grain to ff total in the plane-bed reach. At the lowest flow, when the other sources of resistance are reduced by the lack of in-channel wood and reduced bank resistance, the %ff grain was 4.9% ( Figure 5 ). In contrast, the drag approach indicates that ff grain makes up 33% of ff total . The drag approach is probably also underestimating ff grain since only a few larger grains were exposed at low enough flows to be surveyed in this reach using the LiDAR pointclouds. Smaller grain sizes probably start to affect the flow as stage decreases, so these should be accounted for in a drag approach. On the other hand, the Keulegan [1938] equation had a more significant relationship with ff total and ff drag at all flows, particularly when using the step tread D 50 , despite the assumed lack of a logarithmic velocity profile (Tables 3 and 4) . The relationship between the Keulegan [1938] and ff drag indicates that even with the use of a smaller grain size such as D 50 , the Keulegan [1938] still captures a portion of the form drag component around the grains.
[67] Flow accelerates on the step tread as it approaches the step lip [Wohl and Thompson, 2000; Wilcox and Wohl, 2007] . An interaction of processes is evident here; a larger step causes a larger backwater area, allowing deposition of finer material and greater difference in flow acceleration between low and high flows. Reaches with large wood steps have finer material and larger rates of change of velocity with discharge [David et al., 2010b] . Both grain resistance and ponding are significant at low flows and can drastically reduce velocity. The effect of grain resistance at those lower stages is not easily quantified by equations based on the law of the wall and a large characteristic grain diameter. There are two levels of resistance related to the presence of grains in the flow: (1) water flowing around large boulders creating areas of flow separation and reattachment and (2) water flowing over smaller grains creating small surface waves and hydraulic jumps, which can also be defined as spill resistance over the grains. Since the spill resistance is caused by the presence of grains, we still define it here as grain resistance. Additionally, both levels include viscous skin friction around the grain. The first type of grain resistance may be best represented by a large characteristic grain size D 90 . Parker and Peterson's [1980] equation was significantly related to boulder concentration at high flows, indicating that a larger representative grain size captures the combined form drag and skin friction around individual boulders. The second grain resistance may be best characterized by D 50 since the Keulegan [1938] equation was significantly related to both the values determined from the drag force equation and the boulder concentration. The median grain size is more likely to remain submerged at lower flows and can better represent a lower bound of ff grain .
[68] Although sorting was not significantly related to ff total [David et al., 2010a] , the sorting may have a significant effect on the values of ff grain at low flow. The larger boulders and smaller grains influence the overall hydraulics in a very different way at low flows. Most studies focus on finding one representative grain size and determining a multiplier for that grain size to fit it into some type of Keulegan [1938] relation [Hey, 1979; Reid and Hickin, 2008] . In mountain streams it is possible that two values of ff grain should be estimated from two different representative grain sizes (e.g., D 50 and D 90 ) and two different equations for low and high flows, as suggested by Ferguson [2007] .
[69] Based on the analyses presented above, we recommend using the Parker and Peterson [1980] approach to calculate ff grain in steep streams during bank-filling flows. This approach is the least sensitive to morphological location of the pebble count because it uses such a large characteristic grain size, but it takes a much larger sample size pebble count to estimate D 90 with the same accuracy as D 50 . Also, the values of ff grain for the Parker and Peterson [1980] equation were most significantly related to the boulder concentration at high discharges. The Keulegan [1938] equation might be the better approach, despite being dependent on a logarithmic velocity profile for determining a base level of ff grain at both low and high flows. At low flows the values of relative submergence (R/D 84 ) approach zero, with values ranging between 0.52 and 2.18. Using a smaller characteristic grain size at low flows will improve the validity of these equations. Also, the predictions at low flow may be improved by developing an equation that uses two characteristic grain sizes. One grain size should represent the larger bed elements that are only partially inundated and cause the flow to move around rather than over the objects. The second should represent the grains that are submerged but still cause distortions in the flow field. The difference between high and low flows is related to the relative submergence Fr and Re. The combined approach may be best utilized by adding the drag force component around boulders as large as the D 90 . The Keulegan [1938] equation can be used for calculating the grain resistance related to skin friction and form drag along smaller, submerged grains. In step-pool reaches the step tread grain size should be used to account only for grain resistance. Grains that are part of the actual step should be included as the ff spill and ff step components.
Methods for Calculating ff wood and Associated Limitations
[70] The Shields and Gippel [1995] approach of calculating ff wood commonly overestimated the total value of ff wood .
Although the values of the C D were well within the range found by Gippel et al. [1992] , there is still some question as to appropriate values. The blockage ratio exceeded the range tested by Gippel et al. [1992] , suggesting that the empirically derived values of a and b used in equation (13) may not be correct for these streams. In other studies, C D has ranged from 1.2 [Manga and Kirchner, 2000; Hygelund and Manga, 2003 ] to 6.0 [Curran and Wohl, 2003] , but values over 1.0 commonly led to values of ff wood that exceeded ff total .
[71] There are a number of problems with this approach revealed in this analysis. First, the Shields and Gippel [1995] approach assumes that ff wood can be calculated for each individual log and then added to estimate total ff wood . Second, the drag force approach does not account well for logs with branches or for the position of the log in the water W07507 DAVID ET AL.: BED RESISTANCE PARTITIONING W07507
column. Third, Hygelund and Manga [2003] found that C app D scaled with depth ratio (a measure of the relative depth of the log) more than with blockage ratio. Fourth, the drag force approach did not do well in capturing the wake effect from upstream objects, which may reduce the effect of the log downstream. Fifth, the distance between objects X is difficult to determine since there is no standardized approach for evaluating X. Also, the more closely spaced objects were, the higher the value of ff wood . This approach assumes that the drag force is applied over a short distance, but does not account for the effect of the wake interference from the upstream object, which could cause reduced drag on the downstream object.
Methods for Calculating ff step and Associated Limitations
[72] Researchers have found that step height and length are significantly related to ff total in step-pool channels [Abrahams et al., 1995; Maxwell and Papanicolaou, 2001] , but both H s and L s are assumed to only relate to ff spill . Smart et al. [2002] argue that the form drag around bedforms is not as significant as form drag around individual particles, since the individual particles are of the same size as the flow depth. This may be true, depending on the size of the bed elements relative to the flow depth, but it does not explain the paucity of data on evaluating the form drag around the step and pool bedforms rather than just the spill resistance. Random arrangements of boulders dissipate much less energy than boulders arranged in rows [Pagliara and Chiavaccini, 2006] . The results of an analysis of the drag force around the step bedforms indicate that as the bed form becomes increasingly submerged and the flow approaches a skimming flow, a wake can develop around the bed form, increasing the form resistance at higher flows ( Figure 2 ). As grains on step treads and even in the pools protrude further into the flow with decreasing stage, the effect of the bedforms may disappear relative to the effect of the grains and from nappe flow increasing spill resistance over the step. The conflicting interpretations from previous studies suggest that systematic evaluations of form drag around bedforms in relation to varying stage are needed, particularly when steps are more closely spaced together.
[73] The wood jams that make up a number of steps create added drag depending on the porosity of the jam. Increased porosity leads to increased flow through the jam and increased shear stress applied to the bed downstream from the jam [Manners et al., 2007] . The jam that Manners et al. [2007] studied did not create a step, as jams tend to in high-gradient channels, but further work is needed on how flow through and over steps varies the drag force and contribution of the step to ff total . Manners et al. [2007] also suggested that the jam geometry is inextricably linked with the drag coefficient, meaning that a combined value needs to be calculated for each jam. Since local velocities were not measured, this was not attempted in these reaches, but may be important to consider in future work.
Conclusion
[74] The method of additive partitioning does not accurately predict flow resistance for high-gradient step-pool and cascade streams. Problems were identified even in the calculation of ff wood in the smaller and less complicated plane-bed reach. All methods for calculating each component of resistance had many problems and limitations once applied to these steep streams that included large volumes of wood. It was difficult to evaluate which method of calculating ff grain was most accurate, as there is no standard against which to compare the values. The Parker and Peterson [1980] equation seemed to better represent ff grain at high flows based on its relationship to boulder concentration at higher flows and the insensitivity of the equation to the morphologic position of the grains. On the other hand, the Bathurst [2002] equation is more often preferred because it is based on a power relationship and not a logarithmic relationship and may better represent a lower bound for total resistance in streams with intermediate-and largescale roughness. No correlation was found between the Parker and Peterson [1980] equation and boulder concentration for ff grain from form drag at low flows. The Keulegan [1938] equation using both D 84 and D 50 had the closest relationship with some of the physical descriptors related to grain resistance, but could still be underestimating the actual values of ff grain . The values were always the smallest at both low and high flows, but at low flows the Keulegan [1938] equation was significantly related to both boulder concentration and ff grain from the drag approach. The Keulegan [1938] equation would therefore be a conservative lower estimate of ff grain at low flows, but more work needs to be done to determine how best to calculate grain resistance when R/D 84 ( 1.
[75] The lower flow regime may create problems in calculating drag around objects because of the variation in the drag coefficient with Re <10 4 . The relative submergence of the step, in relation to nappe, submerged nappe, and skimming flows, may be significant when determining separate contribution from ff step and ff spill . During low flows the effect of ff spill just downstream of steps and ff grain on step treads may begin to dominate ff total . More work needs to be done to understand how form drag around step bedforms contributes to flow resistance.
[76] The drag method for calculating ff wood was applied to individual logs in the channel, but the large number of variables in which there is uncertainty allows large sources of error. The distance between logs X should be better defined for natural channels where there are other large sources of resistance. Nonetheless, the contribution of %ff wood toward ff total was higher than expected for many of the reaches based on field observations. The value of ff wood was highly dependent on discharge since at lower flows very few logs were effectively within the flow. Also, values of C D from low-gradient flumes do not necessarily apply well to wood in high-gradient channels. More work is needed to measure values of C D in the field. Physically based methods for estimating spill resistance and partitioning of resistance that include the interactions among components are also needed. Flume experiments may be particularly helpful in developing new methods and numerical simulations applicable to high-gradient channels.
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